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- site/software worked without issue - did not work as intended in the browser- worked with adjustments

Read assignment & took assessment within a 
McGraw-Hill® iScience e-book

Took a quiz,  played a game, & completed a puzzle 
from the NASA Web site

Watched Khan Academy® videos & took an 
assessment

Viewed a page from the Miami Science Museum & 
interacted with it by touch

Read selections from “The Americans,” an e-book 
from HMH®

Completed an assessment & reviewed a new topic 
in Pearson Digits®

Looked at a battlefield location with Google Maps™

Viewed a Civil War map, played an MP3 file, viewed 
a slide show,  watched a Webcast, & more on the 
US Library of Congress Web site

Created a short animated video with a moving 
character on GoAnimate™

Viewed three vocabulary word definitions & read 
aloud an e-book using McGraw-Hill Reading 
Wonders®

Viewed resources for a book, reviewed summaries, 
took a quiz, used flashcards, & wrote a short essay

Prepared for end-of-year testing by taking an 
online practice test with TestNav® 7

Completed an algebra puzzle in Math Playground®  

The iPad Air™ and Nexus 10™ could not 
load Flash-based content, and 
required us to use separate apps for 
many tasks. Here are a few of the 
tasks where the HP shined: HP 210 G1 Notebook PC

running Windows 8.1
Apple® iPad Air

running iOS
Google® Nexus 10
running Android

Focus on learning
Fewer distracting issues
and interuptions

Get all of your content
Support for Flash® meant fewer
frustrating roadblocks

All in the browser
No need to install extra
apps to get work done

Learning at a higher level.
The Intel® processor-powered HP 210 G1 Notebook PC, running Windows® 8.1, displayed

educational content with much greater success than the iOS and Android™ tablets we tested.
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